POST Minutes from 2/28/18

Attendance:
POST members: Julie Kolar, Paul Hilts, Cindy Bruce
Staff: Susan Philp, Watkins Fulk-Gray
Guests: Toni Kronberg, Town Councilor Jenn Riffle
Letter to RFVRPC Regarding Potential Update to Mid-Valley Plan
Watkins discussed the main points in the draft letter to the RFVRPC. Julie suggested changing
the sentence about being “disappointed” by some Eagle County decisions to something softer,
perhaps using words like “miscommunications,” “missed opportunities,” or “being more
proactive.” She suggested keeping the meaning but changing the language.
Julie has spoken to Mike Pritchard, Roaring Fork Mountain Bike Association (RFMBA), and
George Trantow, Mid Valley Trails Committee. On March 9th, RFMBA, the Mid-Valley Trails
Committee, and Eagle County are meeting together. She believes that Eagle County does not
have the same trails and open space focus and capacity that Pitkin County does, and doesn’t have
good mapping. She said there seems to be more focus on hard-surface trails. The BLM views
the Crown and Prince Creek area as where they want the higher-impact recreation to occur.
Cindy asked if that represents a change from the past, as CPW has not always felt that way.
Julie and George talked about a potential bridge over the river to Crown Mountain Park, and
George is in favor of the plan. The two map attachments to the draft letter were discussed. Julie
suggested keeping the language about a trail in the vicinity of the Tree Farm/Shadowrock very
general. POST feels the maps are hard to read, but should remain. Julie suggested adding
“concentration of trail and trail amenities in the Glassier/Buckhorn/Crown area. Support
additional trail linkages to there and beyond from Eagle County.”
Julie discussed the following other potential trail connections that are important to RFMBA and
that could be suggested to the RFVRPC:








A connection to Arbaney Kittle through the cemetery
A Vail Valley trail to Basalt Mountain and El Jebel
A trail connecting Southside with the underpass (without having to cross Fiou Lane)
Summit Vista Trail provides access to Crown Mountain. A goal could be to secure
easements to tie this to Blue Lake.
Mid-Valley Medical Center has an unofficial connection from the Willits Trail.
o Susan said there was a project approval for a property that went into foreclosure
that would’ve provided a connection. Julie said the connection is important.
Lake Christine is an under-recognized amenity. Susan suggested looking at improving
the area, but because since the water level has been lowered it is not such an amenity.
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Julie said there could be coordination or an agreement among CPW, Eagle County, and
Basalt to make it more usable. It gets people close to BLM land.
Shared roadway trails like Frying Pan Road, Valley Road, Upper Cattle Creek (CR 102),
are all places for potential improvements. Upper Cattle Creek is a way to access Basalt
Mountain. El Jebel to Catherine Store – secure two property easements. This is
important especially during the seasonal closures on the Rio Grande between Basalt and
Carbondale.
Connection of Elk Run to Arbaney-Kittle, which is in Pitkin County. Susan said that
there are so many suggestions for projects in Eagle County that it is better not to muddy
the waters.
Stage Road Trail – there is an old public ROW going up to Ruedi that could become a
trail.
Connections between the Rio Grande and Crown on BLM land
Trails on Basalt Mountain – a trail connection from valley floor to Basalt Mountain
Missouri Heights Trail – to continue it from El Jebel up to Basalt Mountain and/or
Cottonwood Pass

The plan is to modify the draft letter and discuss it at the next meeting. The letter should get in
before the March 15 Highway 82 Area meeting. P&Z is meeting with the RFVRPC tomorrow.
Basalt Memorial Garden
Susan described the location of the proposed memorial garden behind RMI. POST reviewed the
prior materials provided by Cindy, Carol, and Julie.
Cindy described her idea for a memorial. Her example is probably a $2M example which is the
Tree of Life, a sculpture in Budapest. It is a Holocaust memorial, and the metal leaves are
inscribed with the names of victims and the leaves rattle in the wind. Julie said it would be cool
because willows are wetland trees. Cindy said it cost $38 to inscribe someone’s name on a rock
in a different example she found. She also noted four principles from Jane Jacobs about building
parks. Places that people naturally pass by, an enclosure, sunlight, and a variety of uses.
Julie described some of the ideas she came up with. She showed a canopy idea that folks could
walk through, attaching names to the structure. Cindy said that engravings could go inside and
outside such a structure. The structure could be contemplative with benches. Susan mentioned
that this area is in the floodway, so nothing would be able to impede the water. Any portions of
the canopy that would impede water would need to be raised from the ground. Julie also likes
the idea of having hardscaping that people could walk on, which could be added to over time.
Cindy expressed concern that things like hardscaping would be covered by snow. Susan said
there could be silting and maintenance issues. With flooding there could be debris that covers it.
Power washing or sweeping might be necessary. Susan said she likes a labyrinth idea. One of
the Sunday Market vendors had wanted to make the circle behind RMI into a labyrinth.
Julie likes walls that can be integrated into landscaping, and engraved blocks could easily be
added.
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Paul said he likes a canopy idea, and is reminded of Japanese gardens by the idea of ground
hardscaping and labyrinths. He said that there is an area near the music tent in Aspen that is very
nice, but requires maintenance. Paul said having something contemplative that allows someone
to wander around is nice.
Julie said she still likes the tree idea.
Cindy likes the canopy structure idea, which can be added to continuously.
Susan said she still has some concern about maintenance for hardscaping on the ground.
Consensus: A canopy structure that accommodates the floodplain. The materials, sizing, and
shape can be determined later in harmony with the surroundings. Plaques with people’s names
or saying will go on the sides (inside and outside) of the canopy structure.
Councilor Riffle asked what the going rates are for engravings, which will be looked into.
Cindy suggested that the minimum contribution level will need to cover the cost of the engraving
and materials.
Susan suggested getting a proposal to Town Council soon. The options POST will continue
considering will be a labyrinth idea, canopy structure, and engraved rocks. Susan suggested the
need to test the materials that would be in the dirt. Julie suggested not having anything engraved
that goes on the ground to avoid conflicts.
Jenn asked about donating money to the Town. Susan reported that Judi Tippetts believes people
can donate to the Town and that the donations should go into a restricted fund. POST decided
not to eliminate the idea of mixing different kinds of surface and canopy materials.
Susan said POST should present their vision to the Council once it has been more thoroughly
figured out. The vision should show the garden, structural, and rocks aspects.
POST would like to keep the idea general, without drawings.
The memorial park area could be called the “Giving Garden”. The general agreement was that
contributors could choose one of two paths:
1. Make a contribution that results in a plaque being included on the canopy.
2. Contribute funds that are used to purchase amenities for Town parks but no
plaque would be given. Funds could be used for trees, benches, and plants.
Susan suggested meeting with Town Council at the second meeting in May to present a more
finalized idea.
Julie was going to look for photos showing arched canopies to replace the square ones and POST
is to work on a vision board that carries forward the
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Arbaney Park
Ryan Mahoney wants to send out an RFP for certain projects at the pool. The photovoltaic
panels are still being discussed by the Green Team. Cindy asked when the improvements would
take place and if the pool would be shut down in the summer. Susan said the goal is not to close
the pool. She said the money for the energy improvements would potentially come from the
Green Team’s budget, in combination with rebates from CORE and Holy Cross.
Susan said she is talking to Dan Richardson, SGM, and Hunt Walker to ask for advice about the
RFP process. Experts in mechanics, energy, and other things need to weigh in.
Toni Kronberg will be meeting with Ryan Mahoney to talk further about the pool at Arbaney.

Tasks identified in the meeting:




Revise the letter to RFVRPC to incorporate all the trail connections mentioned by Julie.
Find out how much engravings cost.
POST to keep refining the Giving Garden idea and develop a vision board
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Potential Memorial Garden Location

